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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Data from the Nebraska 1973 June Enumerative Survey were studied to determine the
effectiveness of an interpenetrating sample design. Analysis of Nebraska data
indicates that the interpenetrating design holds much promise for area sampling.
Variances at the State level were well below those that could be expected by
treating a systematic sample as a simple random sample. The design assures good
sample dispersion and provides unbiased estimates of the variances. Flexibility
is another desirable feature of the interpenetratin~ desip,n. It offers the
possibility of testing the effectiveness of different questionnaire designs and
enumerator trainin?, techniques. Sample allocation can easily be adjusted to increase
precision and achieve true rotation to relieve respondent burden. Also as a by-
product of rotation, additional samples become available for other uses.

A comparison of variances for systematic selection within replication with those
expected from simple random selection of sample units within geographic sub-strata,
normally called paper strata, indicates no particular advantage for either method.
Geographic stratification of the frame, provided by the paper strata, was particularly
effective in areas of intensive cultivation. In these strata, the analysis indicates
the additional geo~raphic stratification provided by paper strata was generally
effective in reducing the variance of the estimate for all items considered in this
analysis; namely, for hor,s, cattle, corn, wheat and soybeans.

It appears that there should be a minimum of 10 paper strata in land use stratum 11
(high intensity cultivated land). Additional geographic stratification provides
further gains for most items; however, it is doubtful if more than 20 paper strata
would be beneficial as the gain would probably be offset by the loss in degrees of
freedom.

Paper stratification in land use stratum 12 (medium intensity cultivated land) was
effective as shown by the fact that means of all items were sienificantly different.
The design actually used consisted of 8 paper strata and additional p,ains from more
geographic stratification could be expected if the sample size had been larger. With
an allocated sample size of 48 segments it is doubtful that one would want to increase
the number of paper strata.
Paper strata in land use stratum 40 (p,razingland) contributed very little to reducing
variance except for cattle. This is as one would suspect. The additional geographic
stratification provided little if any gain in stratum SO (low intensity cultivated
land).
The F-tests showed no significant differences between replications. This is required
in order to minimize fluctuation of estimates caused by rotation.

The use of non-contiguous counties for creating paper stratification did not show
appreciable gains over the use of contiguous counties. However. county ranking
based on a model containing important agricultural variables in a State would be
helpful in ordering contip,uous counties for paper stratification. In many instances
even when ordering contiguous counties, decisions must be made as to which of two
adjacent counties should be included next in the paper stratum. Data from a ranking
model would be helpful in making this decision.
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RECO!-1M ENDA TI ON S

The performance of the interpenetratinp, design in the Nebraska area fraMe seems to
justify the use of simi.lar samplin~ desir,ns in other States.

The selection of sample units should be done usin~ simple random sampling within
paper strata to reduce the possibility of grouping of se?,rnentsbetween replications.
Random selection \dthin each paper stratum would lead to the creation of substrata
within land use strata.

Analysis should be done on a desip;n with randomly selected sep'ments within each paper
stratum to check the efficiency of this modification.

Increased efficiency and easc of analysis for 11 replicated area dcsir,n indicates that
a like methodolor,y should be investir,aterl for sampling list frames.
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INTRODUCTION

Connon Methods of Area Sample Unit Selection

The area sample used by the Statistical Reporting Service is an important source of
agricultural data. The advantage of the area frame for sampling purposes is its
completeness. In other words, all the land area in the United States can be accounted
for by using maps and aerial photor.raphy. A complete frame is highly important since
unbiased estimates of population values depend on samplinR from a complete frame.

SRS is currently stratifyinR the area frame on agricultural land use. l,Thenstratifi-
cation is complete a probability sample of area segments will be selected. This
report will consider alternative sampling plans that can be used to select a sample.

One sampling scheme available is simple random sampling within land use strata.
Simple random sampling is a method of selecting n units out of ~ units, where n~N,
such that all possible samples of size n, drawn without replacement, have an equal
chance of being selected.

Another possible method is systematic sampling within land use strata using a single
random start. To select a systematic sample of n units out of N units, where n<N, a
unit is selected at random from the first k units and every kth unit thereafter~
where klaN/no

SRS has used systematic sampling for a number of years. The primary advantage of
systeMatic sampling over simple random sampling for area sample selection is that
dispersion of the sample over the population is assured, because the sampling units
in the frame have been ordered by adjacent counties within each State. Dispersion is
particularly important when estimates for a large number of items are needed, many
of which may be highly concentrated in small geographic areas. In this case systematic
sampling will provide more precise estimates of population parameters than simple
random sampling.

On the other hand, the primary disadvantage of systematic sampling is that an unbiased
estimate of the variance does not exist when the sample has been drawn using a single
random start.1J If the population sampled is in essentially random order an approxi-
mation of the variance may be obtained by assuming simple random sampling. This
approximation of the variance will be biased generally upward if the population is
not random since the sample elements ~vill be correlated. One systematic sample does
not provide an estimate of the covariance.

Another method of sample selection is interpenetrating or replicated sampling. The
technique consists of drawing r samples or replications, where r~2, of size k from
N units in the population using the same selection procedures for each replication.
Then r'k=n, where n is the total sample size. Sampling within replications may be
systematic or random.

!/ Morris H. Hanson, William N. Hurwitz and Hilliam G. 1'ladow, Sample Survey Hethods
(New York: John Hiley & Sons, Inc., 1953), Volume I, page 505.



The Interpenetratins Desir,n W:itl.lSystematic Selection

A selection procedure using interpenetratinf~ samplin~ with systematically selected
replications from an area frame is considered for purposes of illustration. Prior to
sample selection the number of segments to be selected in each stratum is determined,
based on cost, variance and other factors.

Each stratum is split into count units. A count unit is a specific area of land with
an assigned number of sampling units. The number of samplinp, units assip,ned to a
count unit is the quotient of the area in the count unit divided by the eXTlected
se~nt size. The number of sample units is rounded to a whole number for the count
unit. Count units in a stratum are ~rouped by counties. Counties are ordered in
a manner to preserve ~eographic proximity with adjacent CO\lnties that appear to be
a~ricultura11y similar beinr, placed together.

After the number of se~ments has been allotted to each land use stratum, the number
of replications and paper strata in each land use stratum nust be determined. Paper
strata may be defined as a r,roup of contiguous count units (or sampling units) thereby
creatin!; geographic stratification. A list is compiled of the ordered count uni ts in
a land use stratum, the number of sample units each count unit contains and an
accumulated total of sampling units in the stratum. The count units in a land use
stratum are grouped into paper strata, each containing an e~ual number of sample units.

The number of paper strata (ki) is equal to the cluster size of each replicate and
the samplin~ interval is N/ki where Ni is the total number of seRlOOnts (or sampling
units) in the ith stratum.

If ni - number of se3ments allotted to the sample in the ith stratum,

ri - number of replications allotted to the ith stratum,

ki - number of paper strata allot ted to the ith stratum,

Then n -i

If systematic selection within replications is desired for stratum i, then ri random
numbers will be selected in the first paper stratum. Selection of se~ments in other
paper strata will be determined by addin~ a sampling interval to the random numbers
selected in the first paper stratum. This procedure results in only ri random
samples (or total degrees of freedom available for error) rather than ni corresponding
to the total number of se~nts in the ith stratum. Sampling in other strata is done
in a similar manner.

The interpenetrating design offers several advantages over one single systematic
sample previously used by the Agency. Replicated systematic sampling permits the
computation of unbiased estimates of the sampling errors from the sample data and
maintains the ease of the systematic selection technique. Sample dispersion is
assured; however, the design gives some\<7hatless control on where the se~ent8 fall
than with a single systematic sample. Another feature of the design is the creation
of paper strata which provides geographic stratification in addition to land use
stratification. The design is more flexible than usinp, a single systematic sample
for modifying the survey desir,n and makes reallocation of the sample possible at any
time without a complete redraw. Sample rotation may be varied from stratum to
stratum and achieved by deleting complete replications. Additional samples will
become available to increase sample size of a given surveyor to create multiple
samples as a by-product of rotation.
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Systematic selection Idthin replic:ltion assures large variation within replication
since a replication is composed of one sep,ment from each paper stratum. ThiR proce-
dure should also assure a small variation between replications.

flinimum variat ion betllcen replication is desirable for two reasons: 1) rotation of
segments is accomplished by deleting complete replications, hence replications must
be uniform to avoid Major changes in the survey level of estimates from year to year
when new replications are rotated into the sample; 2) a single systematic sample or
replication which has been located with a random start may be viewed as a random
selection of a cluster of sampling units from the population of k cluster units
where k = ~/I (N = Humber of sample units in the population and I = Interval of
selection) .'f:J Cochran states that systematic sampling is more precise than simple
random sampling if the variance \.,ithinthe systematic sample is larger than the
variance of the population as a whole. If there is little variation in a sample
relative to the population, the units in the sample are repeating more or less the
same information. 3/ lIenee, by using interpenetrating samples with systematic selec-
tion we would expect a considerable ~ain in efficiency over a simple random sample
since good sample dispersion is assured.

A Study--The Nebraska Case

SRS first used interpenetrating sampling in the Nebraska area frame with samplinr,
units (sep,ments) selected systematically within replication.

Data from the ~ebraska 1973 June Enumerative Survey were studied to determine the
effectiveness of an interpenetrating sample design. The balance of this report will
deal with these data.

The ~ebraska land use frame consisted of 7 strata. (See Appendix A for definition of
strata). The following table gives a breakdown of the complete ~ebraska design.

STRATA NUMBER 0 F
NUMBER DESCRIPTION SEr.MENTS REPLICATIONS PAPER STRATA

11 High intensity cultivated land 180 9 20
12 l1edium intensity cultivated land 48 6 8
21 Agri-urban 8 2 4
22 Urban 6 2 3
30 Non-agricultural land 2 2 1
40 Grazin3 land 40 4 10
50 Low intensity cultivated land 40 4 10

'!:./ l-lilliamG. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, (New York: John Hiley & Sons, Inc.
196'3), page 208 ------

1/ Ibid., page 210
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ANALYSIS A:~D PROCEDURE

The Design used vs. Othe~ C.ommon Designs

A portion of this anlaysis makes use of the ass~ption that the variance computed with-
in land use strata usinr, the variance formula for a simple random sample is equivalent
to the variance which would he obtained from a simple random sample within the land
use strata.

Tract data at the se~!'lent level for the followin~ items ",ere used in this analysis:
Cattle and calves, hogs and pi~s, corn, wheat and soybeans planted for all purposes.
These items are aMonr, the nost important for 'Jebrask.'l

Variances were calculated for five items hetween repli"ated SysteM ti 1.' a c samp es as
follows:

s
= L
i=l

2
~i (X - X ) 2i.m i..

ri - 1
, where

Y = estimated State total for an item based on the direct expansion,
th thXijm a segment total for the m replication in the j paper stratum

thin the i stratum, where i = 1,2, ..• ,5; j = 1,2, .•. ,ki; m = 1,2, ••. ,ri;

This notation will be used through out.

'{i.m

Xijm
= mean per segment in the mth replication in the ith stratum,

ki riE E
Xi,. - j-l mal

ni

Xijm th
. = mean per sep,ment in the i stratum,

Ni - number of sep,ments in the population thin the i stratum,

• number of replications in the sample for the thri i stratum,

ki - number of paper strata in the ith stratum.
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Variances were also calculated for these items within paper Rtrata or p,eographic
Rtratification as follows:

R2
ki ri

)2L E (Xi.11'1- Xij•s i
1"'1 m-l , whereV2 (Y) '" I. r - 1i-I ri i

th th
= mean per segment in the j paper stratum in the i stratum,

thR c --- '" number of replications in the population in the ii ki
stratum.

Both variances, V1(Y) and V?(Y) are unbiased.
Variances were also calculated ignoring replications and paper strata. The segments
were then treated as a simple random sample from the land use strata for variance
calculations. For this purpose:

~2
ki ri

)2[ L (Xijm - X
~ s i 1-1 m-l i ••

V3 (Y) = L
i-I ni n - 1i

The TTlethodof calculatin~ V~(Y) is unbiased only if the initial assumption holds.,
Variances by stratum were calculated and summed to obtain variances at the State level
for tract expansions. Extreme operator totals for cattle and hop,swere included. One
extreme operator on the list had not been removed from the tract during the summary of
the survey in June and this data was deleted for our analysis.
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Table 1: Direct Expansions, Standard Errors ann Relative
Stannard Errors for Three ~ethons of Samplinp,

State Variance \~ithin Land Use Strata

Item Estimate
Simple
Random

Standard Relative
Error S.T':.

11r.eographic -
Stratification

Standard Relative
Error S.F..

Replicated
Systematic

Standard Relative
Error S .F..

r.attle
lIogs
Corn
Hheat
Soybeans

7,929,315
3,516,645
5,924,378
2,955,547
1,098,983

424,%6
147,152
346,511
253,145
138,063

5.36
9.87
5.85
3.73

12.56

398,117
324,193
275,322
202,844
107,388

5.02
9.22
4.65
0.80
9.77

381,201
295,399
320,915
173,210
112,237

4.81
8.40
5.11
6.03

1().21

11 Paper strata which l~ere constructed to represent small geo~raphic areas.

Standard errors for hoth ~eographic stratification and replicated systematic sampling
are well below the standard errors that would have been ol.tained assuming simple
random sampling within land use strata. Standard errors for corn and soybeans,
assuming geographic stratification were considerably lower than those for the repli-
cated systematic desi~n. Sampling errors for replicated systematic samplin~ were
somewhat lower for cattle, hogs and wheat. The Nebraska desi~n was actually a form
of cluster sampling with each systematically selected replication forming a cluster.

These results indicate that replicated systematic sampling may be more efficient for
some commodities than ~eographic stratification (i.e. pnper strata) and p,eographic
stratification is probably more efficient for others. There seems to be little
evidence to indicate that either method is sunerior to the other. Hence, factors
other than saJT1plin~ efficiency may be considered in neter"lininr; l~hether to use
systematic selection or simnle random saMplin~ within replication for future nesigns.

0ne disadvantage of systematic selection across paper strata is t~e possibility of
se~ments in two or JT10rereplications fallinr, close to~ether. If the random starts
in the first paper strata fall close together then all segMents in these replications
wi.ll be close. Although theoreticallv there is nothing IrrOTlp;\n.th this, it may be
desirable to minimize this nossibility hy selecting independent samples in each paper
stratum. This could be accomplished by t1sin~ a randoJT1selection of sampling units
within paper strata and assignin~ the first segment selected in each naper stratuM to
replication one, the seconn se~ent selected to replication two, etc. for rotation
purposes.

The interpenetrating desir,n was considerably More efficient than simple random saMplin~
wOllld have been within land use strata. The variance formula normally used by SRS
for a single systematic sample is the formula for simple random samplin~. It is
therefore evident that the additional stratification provided by paper strata is quite
effective in reducing saMpling error as compared \vith the IIsual procedure for calcu-
lating variance with a single systematic sample.



Analysis to Optimize Numbers of Replications and/or Paper Strata

The second phase of the analysis was to compare the variances of the desip,n actually
selected with various other combinations of replications and pa~er strata that could
be created from the Nebraska data. This procedure provides insip,ht into the optimum
combination of replications and paper strata. In order to create desi~ns with
different combinations of replications ann paper strata, adjacent paper strata were
collapsed to create larger paper strata. Variances were then computed for various
levels of geographic stratification within land use stratum and compared with the
variances that might be exoected usin~ simple random samplinr, within land use strata.
Se~ents in strata 11, 12, 40 and 50 were used. Strata 21, 22 and 30 did not contain
enough segments to provide meaninr,ful results. An alternative analysis mi~ht have
been made bv assuming the intracluster correlation coefficient would remain constant
with a varyinp, number of paper strata and then recomputing the sampling error based
on varying the number of paper strata anelreplicates.

The 130 segments in stratum 11 were combined and rep;rollpedinto designs with 2, 4
and 10 paper strRta by collapsin~ the orip,inal paper strata. Variances caculated by
paper strata showed some improvement over expected variances from simple random
samplin~ for all combinations considered. The largest ~ains were noted for wheat,
corn and soybeans: a1thou~h, hogs and cattle both showed some gains (See Chart 1).

Chart 1: Ratio V2/V3 vs. ~umber of Paper Strata, Selected
Items, Stratum 11, Nebraska--June lq73 ~

100

80

60

+++

...... ~

HOGS
CATTLE
CORN
I.JHEAT
SOYBEANS

> ~"----. -. -. ----------

» •.•••• , ••• I .......

2 4 10

NUMBER OF PAPER STRATA
n - 180

20

41 V2 is the variance for geographic stratification and V3 is the variance for simple
random sampling computed using the formulas on page 5 where i is a fixed value
equal to s.
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The variances for all commodi.ties were lar~est ~vhen onlv two naner strata were used.
All items showed a marked decrease in variances \vhen the numner of naper strata was
increased from two to four. The three crop items studied continued to 8hm'" some
decline as the number of paper strata were increased from 4 to la, while the variance
for cattle showed a sliRht increase. Increasing the nu~her of naner strata from 10
to 20 had very little effect on the variance of cattle. ""he variance of hORS, corn
and wheat continued to decrease, but the variance of sovheans went up slir,htlv.

The ~reatest reduction in variance for
increased from two to ten. ~eductions
reductions for livestoc!: were modest.
increasing paper strata from 10 to 20.

all items occurred as Pilper strata •."ere
in variance for crops were sir,nificant, but
Little variance rerluction \vas ohtained bv

For stratum 12, variancE'S were calculated for desip,ns of ~, 4 and 8 paper strata
(See r:hart 2).

Chart 2: natio V2/V1 vs. ~umher of Paner Strata, Selected
Items, Stratum 12, ~ebraska--.lune 1.973

l1n

-

90 "-
- .---------

'-,
---------

c "-
I- , ~e-
< i- B-e-'
~' 7n~
"<•....
Ct'

<~- llnr.s
+ + + CATTLE

mR:l
50 :-mEA T

snYRfA~S
'i ~

2 4

l- ,- \- +

}mMRER OF PAPER STRATA
n = 4R

Ar,afn, the variances computed were he10w that of sfmn1e random samp1inr, for all items.
All five commodities showed a decrease in variance as the number of paper strata were
increased from 2 to 4 with the 1arRest decrease for ~."heat,corn and sovbeans. Hogs
showed only slight r,ains.
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The increase in the paper strata from 4 to 8 resulted in a modest decrease in vari-
ances for corn and wheat while soybeans and hop,s showed considerable reduction,
reflectinR the trend seen in stratum 11.

Combinations of two, five and ten paper strata were considered for land use stratum
40 (See Chart 3).

Chart 3: Ratio V2/V3 vs. Number of Paper Strata, Selected
Items, Stratum MI, Nehraska--June lQ73

l2()

lI()GS
+ + + CATTLE

COR"1'
I.1J!EAT
S()YBEA'15

l()()

c
H~
~
~
c qn:?
<
H~
<x:
>-

(;()

~:--~-_._-- -~ ---~-

- . _"I

1 (I

NUMnF.R OF PAPER STRATA
n •• 4fl

The variance for soybeans was equal to that of simple random sampling for all combi-
nations since all soybeans found in stratum 40 occurred in one paper strata. For
two paper strata, wheat showed a sli~ht ~ain in efficiency over simple random samp1inr,
while corn, cattle and hogs were slightly above simple random sampling variances. As
the number of paper strata were increased to 5, the variance of wheat remained steadv
while cattle showed some improvement. The variance for ho~s and corn increased
slip,htly.

Hhen paper strata were increased from 5 to 10, cattle variance continued to show
further reduction. However, variances for all other items remained steadv or
increased. Stratum 40 is a ranp,e stratum and crop items as well as hop,s would
seldom be found. The benefit of additional stratification within land use stratum
40 is questionable, except for cattle.
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Combinations of 2, 5 and 10 paper strata were also considered in stratum 50
(See Chart 4).

Chart 4: Ratio V2/V3 vs. Number of Paper Strata, Selected
Items, Stratum 50, Nebraska--June 1973
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~
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++ + CATTLE
60 CORN

WHEAT
SOYBEANS

2 5

NUMBER OF PAPER STRATA
n - 40
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Some reduction in variances over simple random samplin~ were noted for cattle, hogs
and wheat when two paper strata were used; while the variance of corn and soybeans
were above simple random samplin~. When number of paper strata were increased from
2 to 5 the variances for cattle, hogs and wheat showed some increase. The variance
of corn dropped sharply and soybeans decreased slightly. Bv increasing paper strata
from 5 to 10 all items except soybeans showed an increase in variance. The variances
of hogs and cattle for 10 paper strata were above that expected for simple random
sampling while the variances for the three crop items were a little below simple
random samplin~.

Varainces were also calculated between replications for the combinations of repli-
cations and paper strata considered. Replications within the collapsed paper strata
were renumbered consecutively, starting with the replications in the first paper
stratum of those combined and continuing into the replications of the adjacent paper
strata. This numbering scheme was somewhat subjective and the new replications
were not actually systematic.
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Variances were somewhat erratic for the various collapses. Another numberin\';of the
replications that was tried ~ave completely different results. Therefore, results
Here not considered to he of sufficient value to be included in this report.

A one wav analysis of variance hv stratum, was calculated for the different co~bi-
nations of paper strata considered. The analvsis of variance procedure Ivas used to
test the hypothesis that paper strata means I·lithina land use stratum were ef1uRl.
Equal paper strata means would indicate that paper strata were not effective in
increasinp. precision over a si~ple random sample in that loss in dc~rees of freedom
was more than offsetting ~Rins from ReOgraphic stratification. See Appendix R for
tables.

Analvsis of variance indicates that qeop,raphic stratification provided hv paper strata
was generally effective in reducinp. the variance of the estimates for all items in
strata 11 and 12 when more than tl,)'Qpaper strata were used. Paper strata means were
not si~nificantly different in stratum 40 except for cattle. ~o significance was
founei in strRtum 50.

Analysis of variance was also used to test the hypothesis of no difference between
replication means. ~o si~nificant differences were found in any stratum for the
actual Nebraska desip,n. ~esults for other comhinRtions of replications and paper
strata consieiered are probahlv not meaningful due to the suh1ectivitv of reassiqnin~
segments to replications as mentioned earlier. See Appendix r. for tahles.

'1ultivariate Rankin~ to Increase the Effectiveness of Paper Strata

The final phaRe of the nebraska nnalysis was to investir,ate the possibility of iM-
provin~ efficiency of the interpenetratinr, desi~n hv increasin~ homogenietv of sRmple
units i.npaper strata. This idea has intuitive appe:tl for two reasons: 1) reducer!
variance through more effective substratification, and 2) more uniformity betlJeen
replications.

An attempt was made to assign an index to each county which l.1o\1ldbe " measure of the
type of ar,riculture in that county.

thYi •• Index number for the i county
thh ••Wei~hts for the i county

n
thXl' X2,···, Xn ••Agricultural variableR for the i county

b X
n n

Factor analysis was used to determine weights of the variables in multivariate models.
This procedure performs a rotation on the variables in sllch a manner as to explain
the largest amount of variance in the system. Hei~hts in the ~enerated eigen vector
are then used to form a variable: Y" blXl + h2 X2+ ..•+bnXn• The X variables in the

11



model are
factors.
,,,hichMav
knowledge

on a per acre hasis for a county and the l1-v:1111(,sare \.eip;lltsfor the
The ~enerated Y values were then ranked and llsellin comhinin" cOllnties.
he noncontip;uous to form paner strata. In the ilctllalNehraska desi~n,
of the State was used to ?;rOllpcontir,uous counties into paper strata.

Count\' datil on farMland, value of sales, corn planted for ~rain and sila~e, wheat
planted, sorghum planted, soybeans planted, all cattle anri all ho~s \vere obtained frOM
the 1964 and 1969 {l.S. Census of A~riculture. Datil for each countv"ere put on a per
Rcre basis in order to eliMinate the effect of county slze.

Spearman rank correlation coefficients were calculated to ontain correlations het\Veen
the variah1es for a particular year (See Tahle 2 ~ 1). rnlmt~ rankin~s hv sales
were hiRhlv correlated with rankin~s for all variables excppt \Vheat and sorghum.
rorrelations of rankin~s hetween like items for tllr two vpars ranged het\veen .957
and .986, indicatin~ good stahilitv over time. For any rankin~ procedure to be
feasihle, rankin~s shoulc1 be stable over tiMe since a frarlE'\"i11 probahlv remain in
llse for ten years or more.

Data from the HII) NC'hraska .rES sep.:mentsin land use stratum 11 \·Jeref!rOllPedinto ne\V
naper strata, as c10selv as nossible, to conforM with each of the frnlr different
rankin~ Models trien. Variances \Vere calculated for cattle, ho~s. corn, wheat and
sovneans. The procedure Has not tried in other 1cmd \IS£' strata becallse of the
limited numner of sep'Ments availah1e.

Table 2: ~;f)earManR:mk r.orrelation
for 19/14 r.ensllsnata on a

Sales

Cattle

1!OgS

Corn

Sorghum

Hheat

Sovbeans

Sales Cattle l~O~S r.orn

1.0(1) .8/)fi .8l,1 .926

1.000 .%() .89/.

1.0(1) .932

1.001)

r0pfficients
per acre "P.asis

Sorl':l)\lm ''heat Sovheans

• ~ ',<1 .211 .855

. ,-,I) -.161) .82~

.502 .015 .8<n

.tIn .063 .922

1 .()(jn .689 .l,48

1.O')r) .wn

1.()f)0

12



Table 3: Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients
for 1969 Census Data on a per acre nasts

Sales

Cattle

Hogs

Corn

Sorghum

Hheat

Soybeans

Sales Cattle J1o~s r:orn Sor~hum Hheat

1.000 .8Cl<) .830 .941 .545 .101

1.000 .860 .873 .385 -.207

1.000 .853 .568 -.041

1.000 .524 • OLIO

1.000 .599

1.000

Soybeans

.817

.881

.893

.530

.045

1.000

The four models ,.,ere: 1) farm sales, 2) ho~s, 3) sales, cattle, hor;s, corn, wheat,
sorghum and soybeans, 4) cattle, hogs, corn, wheat, sorghum and soybeans. Variances
based on the paper strata formed from the county rankings of the four different
models were then compared to the variances of the actual ~ebraska desi?,n (See Table 4).

Table 4: Variances for Stratum II, by Paper Strata, Based
on Grouping of Noncontiguous counties. (000,000)

'!odel

Item Actual I 2 3 4

Cattle 06,572.9 68,313.7 66,785.4 61,flfi6.1 62,796.1

Ho~s 72,952.3 80,407.1 72,014.4 71,373.0 74,007.9

Corn 48,458.3 61,162.3 68,814.9 58,453.4 54,911.0

Hheat 22,198.2 21,385.7 26,209.4 21,140.0 20,34R.l

Soybeans 10,244.0 11,859.2 14,028.9 12,581.3 11,800.0

13



r:ountv Rroupinr;s from each model Rave a reduction in variance for some items "'lhilethe
variances of other itens increased. It was felt that nerh3ps an ar.~regate variable
such as sales cOllld be used instead of a multivariate nodel since the rankin~ bv sales
was hip,hly correlated with the other variables. ~owev~r, the rankinp, by sales was
p,enerallv \~orse than other models considered. A p,rouninr.l-.'asMade based on hogs, to
see if some reduction could be made in the ho~ variance over the present sample desip,n.
A slight reduction over the actual desj~n was achieved; however, variances for other
commodities l,ere consirlerahlv ','orse,as ni~ht be expected. The stratification based
on hORS produced a larr,er variance for hORS than the Morlel '.~itllthe seven wlriahles
and showed little fr.mrovement over the lIse of contir:uol\s ccunties in the actual design.

The other two models failed to rrorluce consistent ~ains over the actual ~ebraska
r!esi~n. It is doubtful if noncnnti~uous counties can be ~rouper! effectively enough
to consistentlv imnrove upon paper strata formed usin~ contip,uous counties. ~en~raphic
stratification appears to he hilrd to iMProve upon baseo on these data.

14
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APP~nIX A

Strata Definitions for the ~Iebraska Area Frame

Stratum Intens ive~..!.E..ultur~ Land..

11 High intensity cultivated land. Almost all land is devoted to crops,

intermixed pasture or fallow land. At least 80 percent is cultivated.

~!edium intensity cultivated land. Land cultivated or subject to culti-

vation is 50 to 79 percent of the total area. This stratum contains

some intermixed pasture or grazing land.

22

30

Towns and Cities

Agri-urban. !A.;ellingsand business intermixed with ap.ricultural land.

Urban. Dense population, business, industry. ~Io agricultural land.

Non-Agricultural Land

Land unsuited to agriculture or land restricted by law or re~ulation

to a nona~ricultural use. This stratum includes parks, waste land,

monUl'lents,l.;ildlifepreserves or military withdraHals.

Grazing Land

40 Grazing land. Most is privately owned for seasonal, nomi~ratory use.

State owned lands are probably operated on lease basis with adjacent

private land. Hithin this area are small streams with some hay and/or

crops alonp, their banks.

Extensive Agricultural Land

50 Low intensity cultivated land. Total cropland is between 15 and 49

percent. Fields are too scattered to combine into sensible count

units. Grazing land is in smaller parcels than in the p,razinf,stratum.

15



APPENDIX B

Table 5: One Hav Analysis of Variance
hv Paper Strata for Stratum 11

'lumber of 'fean-.-:Square~(f)OO,0(0) Probability
Paper Strata Item Between TJith1n r- of a ~reater F----

Cattle 5nO.9 369.Q 1.52 .085t)

lIo~s 1,110.4 405.3 2.74** .0005

20 Corn 2,2<)Q.3 269.2 8.54** .0001

~'rheat 1,276.4 121.1 10.35** .0001

Soybeans 402.8 sn.q 7.08** .0001

Cattle 726.6 173.1 1.95** .0475
]logs 1,710.4 413.5 4.21** .nOO2

10 Corn 4,113.8 292.6 14.06** .0nOl
~,Jheat 2,430.8 127.4 19.47** .0001

Soybeans 803.3 56.1 14.33** .0001

Cattle 1,!Wl.8 365.2 5.06** .0026

Hogs 4,313.5 4111.8 10.40** .0001

4 Corn 10,835.6 308.3 35.15** .0001

I'rheat 6,047.7 146.3 41.1q** .0nOl

Soybeans 842.1 80.9 10.41** .0001

Cattle 36.4 3<)2.3 .01 .Q204

HORS 130.8 482.1 .27 .f,09h

2 Corn 3,419.3 468.1 7.15** .0074

Hheat 1,903.6 236.4 8.05** .0053

Soybeans 627.7 90.6 6.93** .0091

** Indicates Si~nificance at ~ - .05
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Table 6: One Hay Analvsis of Variance
by Paper Strata for Stratum 12

~umher of '1ean SlJ.uares (000,000) Prohahility
Paper Strata Item Between mthin F of a ~reater F

C:attle 480.2 175.7 2.73** .0203

flo~s 523.8 204.7 2.56** ·()27Q

8 Corn 985.6 298.6 3.3'l** .0074

\.fueat 619.7 161.3 3.84** .0030

Soyheans 149.2 21.6 6.91** .0001

Cattle 1,028.Q 166.0 6.20** ·0016
Hogs 399.6 242.2 1.65 .1904

4 Corn 1,794.3 305.9 5.871<* .0022

\o!heat 1,1nO.1 170.2 f..46** .0013

Sovbeans 144.0 33.6 4.29** • OWlS

Cattle 2,167.6 178.8 12.13** .0014

Hogs 546.4 245.9 2.22 .1392

2 Corn 354.6 401.9 .88 .6451

Wheat 188.5 226.1 l.n .1936

Soybeans 125.6 38.7 3.24 .074°

** Indicates Si~niflcance at ~ a .05
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Table 7 : I)ne Hay f\na1ysis of Variance
bv Paper Strata for Stratum 40

Number of ~~ean Squares (rIOO. (00) Prohability
Paper Strata Item Bet,,,een Hithin F of a r,reater F----

Cattle 3,391.9 1,377.B ?.4f,** .0307

Hogs 8.3 11.9 .70 .70BO

10 Corn 105.4 130.7 .81 .6145

\·Theat 8lL 2 107.0 .83 .5923

Sovheans .5 .5 1.00 .4618

Cattle 4,434.0 1,546.4 2.87** .036R

Hogs 3.f, 12.0 .03 .8742

5 Corn 85.R 129.3 .66 .6245

Hheat 165.3 95.8 1.73 .1656

Soybeans .5 .5 1.00 .4217
---------

Cattle 1,357.0 1,855.3 .73 .5978

Hogs 4.8 11.3 .42 .5261

2 Corn 13 .2 127.:1 .10 .7486

~1heat 3g0.0 95.4 II.OQ** .0475

Soyheans .5 .5 1.00 .3250

** Indicates Sir,nificance at '! .05
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Table 8: One \.fayAnalysis of Vari<lnce
by Paper Strata for Stratum 50

~umber of ~1ean Squares (OOO,nOO) Probability
~~ Strata Item fietween Hithin F of a greater F----

Cattle 118.1 309.2 .38 .9345

Hogs 271.9 305.1 .SC) .5449

10 Corn 279.8 189.7 1.48 .2019

\.Jheat 211.0 173.2 1.22 .1202

Soybeans 6.2 5.1 1.22 .3223
-----

Cattle 97.6 284.2 .34 .3475

Hop,s 345.5 292.0 1.18 .3350

5 Corn 466.4 181. 2 2.57 .0540

Hheat 3813.8 158.2 2.1,5 .0629

Soybeans 5.2 5.3 .98 .5677

Cattle 209.1 266.6 .78 .6149

Hogs 819.7 283.7 2.89 .0937

2 Corn 45.0 214.8 .21 .6542

Hheat 244.6 180.2 1. 36 .2500

Soybeans 13.6 5.1 2.67 .101i7

** Indicates Si~ificance at"L .05



APPENDIX C

Table 9: One 1Jav Analysis of Variance
bv Replications for Stratum 11

Number of 'lean S(]uares (000,000) Probability
Replications IteM Retween \Hthin F of a.p;reater F----

r.attle 333.2 392.8 .85 .5624
Hogs 315.2 487.9 ."5 .7397

9 Corn 405.11 488.4 .83 .5775

\fueat 40.5 255.3 .16 .9948

Sovbeans 63.5 95.0 .67 .7204

Cattle 296.6 399.C) .74 .7570

Hogs 254.2 503.8 .50 .9481

18 Corn 280.6 506 •1 .55 .9204

\.Jheat 104.4 260.5 .40 .9836

Soybeans 63.3 96.8 .65 .8439

Cattle 374.0 395.4 .95 .5728

Hogs 449.2 490.2 .92 .6219

45 Corn 292 .1 547.5 .53 .9909

Wheat 107.5 29Q.8 .37 .9997
Sovbeans 72.4 100.5 .72 .8950

Cattle 419.9 360.6 1.16 .2362

Hogs 499.0 461. 5 1.08 .355R

90 Corn 648.9 322.3 2.01** .0007

Wheat 271.5 220.2 1.23 .1616

Soybeans 116.4 71.1 1.64** .0104

** Indicates Significance at a .05
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Table 10: One Wav Analysis of Variance
by Tteplications for Stratum 12

~umber of Mean Squares (00f)•f)0~) Probab ilitv
~eplications Item Between Hithin F of a greater F

Cattle 34.4 243.3 .14 .971)5

Ho~s 115.2 268.6 .43 .8271)

6 Corn 120.0 1~311.4 .28 .9227

Wheat l45.R 239.5 .61 .6959

Soybeans 21.0 42.9 .4<1 .7~37

r.att1e 127.5 249.7 .51 .8833

Hor,s 204.0 267.0 .76 .6731

12 r.orn 223.5 455.1 .49 .8964

Hheat 175.2 246.1 .71 .7205

Soybeans 35.6 42.1 .84 .6001
-------

r.att1e 165.5 274.3 .60 .8050

Hop;s 260.8 244.1 1.07 .43fiO

24 r.orn 326.0 472.7 .69 .8117

'-lheat 155.2 300.8 .52 .941,}

Soybeans 37.5 43.5 .86 .6373

** Indicates Si~nificance at -t = .05
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Table 11: One Hay Analysis of Variance
by Replications for Stratum 40

Number of ·1ea.!!.._~~_res(OOJ]~_OO) Probability
Replications IteM Between I'Tithin F of a preater F

Cattle 1,550.3 1,%6.9 .R3 .5115
1!ogs 16.2 10.7 1.52 .2260

4 Corn 67.7 129.6 .52 .6741
\nleat 159.4 l"JR.2 1.11? .1998
Soybeans .5 .5 1. ')'1 .4053
-------------- -------- ---- _.,--

Cattle 1,03Q.O 2,013.1 .51 .R171
!logs 11.0 10.7 1.21 .3262

9 Corn 98.2 130. 7 .75 .6324
Hheat 125.3 qR.O 1.2R .2916
Sovheans .5 • 'i 1.00 .549Q

------------- ------ ._--------
Cattle l,fl13.1 2,060.6 .78 .7016
Ho~s 17.2 5.4 1.26** .nOGl

20 r::orn 11B. 3 130.7 .91 .5813

\,'heat 102.1 101.7 .99 .5112
Soybeans .5 .5 1.00 .4QS5

** Indicates Sil';nificance att .05
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Numher of
Rep1icat:..:!:..~

Ti'l.h1e 12: One 1.Jay Analysis of Variance
by Replications for Stratum 50

'!ea~ SqU~UQ..Q.0_, a(0)
Ttem Retl..reen 1.Jithin

Prohahility
of a Ee:J. t~---E.

4

20

f:att1e

Hogs

Corn

I-Theat

Soyheans

Cattle

Ho~s

Corn

Hheat

Soybeans

Cattle

Corn

"'heat:

Soybeans

%.5

367.7

254.4

277 .4

2.~

lS3.0

303.4

115.5

143.3

4.4

354.7

2H.O

163.1

233.7

5.1

278.0

291. 6

206.8

5.5

2~n.0

296.1

211. 1

19n.1

5.5

lS0.a

319.7

255.5

132.7

5.5

.30

1. 26

1. 23

1.59

.51

.65

1.02

.50

.75

.79

.86

.64

1. 76

.92

.8205

.3019

.1126

.2066

.6810

.7159

.4339

.8286

.6315

.0703

.6301

.831f>

.1091

.5678

** Indicates Sir,nificance atl .05
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